Abstract: FPGA is a 2D array of configurable logic blocks. Packing is to pack logic elements into device specific configurable logic blocks for subsequent placement. The traditional fixed delay model of inter and intra cluster delays used in packing does not represent post-placement delays and often leads to sub-optimal solutions. This paper presents a new layout driven packing algorithm, named LDPack, based on a novel pre-packing placement for performance optimization. Our results show that after placement and routing LDPack outperforms Xilinx ISE MAP with 8% reduction in area and 5.22% smaller critical path delay, at the cost of 18% more runtime in average.
Introduction
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) design flow normally consists of synthesis, packing, placement and routing. An application circuit is first synthesized into a netlist of look-up tables (LUTs), flip-flops and other logic elements. Packing is then performed to form configurable logic blocks, which is also called clusters in this paper. Normally it is to group LUTs and flip-flops together. During the placement stage, clusters are placed into legal physical positions of the FPGA device. The last routing step routes all wires between clusters with available routing resources. Packing plays an important role by determining the structures of clustered netlists and has a big impact on post-routing results.
T-VPack algorithm [1] is a well-known research work on FPGA packing. It aims to reduce critical path delay through minimizing the number of external connections on the critical paths. However, it uses fixed inter and intra cluster delays which does not represent post-placement delays and often leads to suboptimal solutions.
In [2] , Chen and Cong proposed a method to move BLEs (Basic Logic Elements composed of one LUT and one flip-flop) during placement to solve the fundamental problem of T-VPack's fixed delay model. However, due to the complex constraints on internal connections, set and reset lines, carry chains, and clock domains, especially for the complex modern FPGA architectures, the DRC (Design Rule Checking) checking becomes a runtime bottleneck [3] . [3, 4] proposed two other packing algorithms incorporating layout information into the cost function to guide cluster generation. They outperform T-VPack in both wirelength and critical path delay. However, they only use the distance information as one factor of the cost function for greedy packing. This is not good enough since it does not solve the problem of fixed inter-cluster delays directly.
In this paper, we propose a new layout driven packing algorithm LDPack, to obtain a packing solution with smaller post-routing critical path delay. Instead of the fixed inter-cluster delays in T-VPack, we use a pre-packing placement to estimate the inter-cluster delays and to guide a timing driven packing. Since the pre-packing placement needs to deal with a heterogeneous netlist with clusters and basic logic elements like LUTs and flip-flops, we propose a novel multi-density optimization based analytical placement. Notice that all the previous FPGA analytical algorithms deal with packed netlist of all clusters, our method is a very useful approach to solve heterogeneous netlist placement problem. Our experimental results show that LDPack outperforms one industrial standard tool Xilinx ISE MAP with 8% reduction in area and 5.22% smaller critical path delay after placement and routing, at a cost of 18% more runtime in average.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the previous work on the packing algorithm for FPGA. Section 3 presents the details of LDPack, and the experimental results are shown in Sections 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background
As a well-known timing driven packing algorithm, T-VPack [1] groups connected LUT and flip-flop pairs to form BLEs, and packs those BLEs into clusters with bounded area. To perform the packing process, T-VPack selects a BLE as a seed and puts it into a blank cluster. Then, T-VPack grows the cluster by absorbing BLEs with the highest attraction factor. Both the seed selection and attraction factor computation are based on timing criticality and edge connections. T-VPack performs this process until all BLEs are packed into clusters.
To compute timing criticality, T-VPack assumes a delay model of fixed intra and inter cluster delays. However, after the placement of the clusters, the intercluster delays can vary significantly from several tens picoseconds to several nanoseconds. This fixed delay model is quite inaccurate and usually leads to sub-optimal packing solutions after placement.
There are some existing layout driven packing algorithms trying to solve this problem. In [4] , the physical information is used for packing unrelated clusters and BLEs. The hMetis algorithm [5] is used to recursively bi-partition the synthesized netlist to a partitioning tree. The depth-first or breadth-first search orders of the BLEs in the partitioning tree are regarded as their coordinate values for x or y. Then the Manhattan distance between BLEs can be computed and used to guide packing in [4] . Compared to T-VPack, their results show a maximum reduction of 8.58% in wirelength.
DPack [3] uses a similar packing process as T-VPack. Besides T-VPack's cost function based on timing and connections, DPack also considers Manhattan distance information based on a placement derived by a min-cut partitioning. The results in [3] show that DPack outperforms T-VPack in wirelength and critical path delay.
However, above mentioned layout driven packing algorithms only use the distance information as a factor of their cost functions for greedy packing, which does not represent the post-placement delays. In the following, we will introduce a new layout driven packing algorithm LDPack by performing fast global placement to drive a packing process.
3 Layout driven packing (LDPack) Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of our LDPack algorithm. The fixed packing is first performed to pack logic elements with dedicated connections into clusters to form a heterogeneous netlist with clusters and unpacked logic elements. Pre-packing placement is then to place the heterogeneous netlist. To solve the analytical placement problem on the heterogeneous netlist, we propose a multi-density optimization method which will be discussed in detail in section 3.2. At last, layout driven packing is performed to group clusters and unpacked logic elements into clusters to form a final packing solution for final placement and routing.
Fixed packing
Fixed packing is to group logic elements (i.e. LUTs, flip-flops, and etc.) with dedicated connections into clusters to avoid them being separated in subsequent steps. For example, Xilinx FPGAs have dedicated connections of MUXCYs (or CARRY4 in their Virtex-7 devices) to form fast adder chains. Obviously, we need to group those MUXCYs together with surrounding logics (like XORCYs and LUTs). They also have dedicated connections of a pair of LUTs with a special mux to form wide multiplexers. The pair of LUTs and the special mux also need to be packed together. Clearly, this kind of packing based on dedicated connections is a design rule based on target FPGA devices. We perform such fixed packing at the beginning of LDPack because it can reduce solution spaces of subsequent steps and improve runtime without affecting the final quality.
The clusters generated in the fixed packing are likely to have different sizes. For those unsaturated clusters, we allow subsequent steps to further pack logic elements into them. Notice that not all the logic elements are packed in the fixed packing step. Those LUTs and flip-flops without dedicated connections will be packed subsequently.
Pre-packing placement
Pre-packing placement is to obtain layout information for use in LDPack. We choose the analytical placement [6] engine for our pre-packing placement for its shorter runtime and better quality. Since the netlist after fixed packing is a mixture of logic elements and clusters, a multi-density optimization method is proposed in our analytical placement. Notice that previous analytical placement methods handle fully clustered netlist only. The main difficulty of heterogeneous netlist placement is that the elements have variable sizes and can be merged to form larger elements.
Analytical placement
In the remaining of this paper, we use cells to represent elements for placement which can be partial clusters, basic logic elements or large macros. The analytical placement mathematically addresses the placement problem as an objective func- In the circuit, each cell contains several input pins and output pins, and nets connect cells through these pins. In the analytical placement, the circuit is modeled by a hypergraph H ¼ ðV; LÞ. V ¼ fv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v n g is the set of cells to be placed, and L ¼ fl 1 ; l 2 ; . . . ; l n g is the set of the nets that connect cells. For convenience, each net is represented by a non-empty subset of V it connects. Therefore, we say a cell belongs to a net if it is connected with the net. Obviously, a cell can belong to multiple nets. Let x i and y i be the x and y coordinates of the center of cell v i . The whole chip is divided into uniform non-overlapping bin grids. Each bin grid has a fixed capacity to hold cells. The global placement problem can be formulated as a constrained minimization problem as follows: Wðx; yÞ ¼
Since Wðx; yÞ is not differentiable, we apply the log-sum-exp (LSE) model [7] to approximate and smooth the max function where:
With the LSE model, Eq. (2) can be approximated as follows:
When £ approaches zero, the LSE wirelengthŴðx; yÞ is close to the HPWL. Due to the computer precision, £ can only be set to a reasonably small value to avoid any arithmetic overflow during the implementation. where P x and P y are the overlap functions of bin b and cell v along the x and y directions. P x is defined by
where w b is the bin width, w v is the cell width, and d x is the center-to-center distance of the cell v and the bin b in the x direction. In Eq. (6) 
where is the weight of the density cost. We refer readers to [8] for how to solve Eq. (7) in iterative mode.
Placement of IP blocks and large macro blocks
As in [9] , we separate IP (intellectual property) blocks and large macros (like BRAMs and DSPs) from regular elements and clusters in our placement stage. We first use the multilevel placement technique in [9] to pre-place those IPs and macros. The advantage of this approach is that IPs and macros can be placed much faster due to their limited candidate locations. We refer readers to [9] for details.
Placement of regular elements and clusters
Since the previous analytical placement only handles clustered netlist, it only needs one density function (cluster density) to represent the clusters' distribution. However, in our placement, we need to handle unpacked logic elements together with clusters, where one uniform density function is not enough to indicate all cells' distribution.
Here we propose a multi-density optimization based analytical placement. Instead of one density function used in previous algorithms, we propose two density functions of LUT and flip-flop, and combine them together to form our placement optimization problem. We call this multi-density placement. The LUT density function is defined as 
where N LUT is the number of LUTs in the cluster, w LUT is the width of LUT, and h LUT is the height of LUT. In this way, we ensure that the area of one cluster which contains N LUTs is N times the area of one LUT. We define the size of flip-flops same as LUTs. The flip-flop density function and the size of clusters for flip-flop density computation are defined in a similar way. Like Eq. (9), we give the definition of the width and height of one cluster for flip-flop density computation below: are the maximum allowable area of LUT and flip-flop in bin b respectively. By solving Eq. (11), we are able to spread the unpacked logic elements together with clusters evenly.
Previous research work [9] states that the HPWL function Eq. (2) cannot model routed wirelength and delays well since the inter-cell delays are highly non-linear, discrete, and non-monotone with respect to the distance. Thus, we apply the routing-architecture-aware cost Rðx; yÞ in [9] to the objective function of prepacking placement as
where ® is the weight of the routing-architecture-aware cost. Rðx; yÞ in [9] is as follows:
In Eq. (13), v s is the cell driving net l, v k is a cell driven by net l, ðx s ; y s Þ is the position of v s , ðx k ; y k Þ is the position of v k , and I d ðx; yÞ is the inter-cell delay between two connected cells where x and y are the horizontal distance and vertical distance respectively. I d ðx; yÞ is a discrete function whose domain is a two-dimensional grid due to the regularity of legal positions on FPGAs. We refer readers to [9] for the details of the computation, interpolation and smoothing of the inter-cell delays.
Layout driven packing
After fixed packing and pre-packing placement, we pack cells into clusters with the concept of Hybrid First Choice Clustering [10] . At first, layout driven packing computes attractions from Eq. (14) for every two connected cells that can be packed in one cluster. The pairs of cells are sorted from highest attraction to the lowest attraction in a packing list. Then layout driven packing chooses the pair of cells with the highest attraction to pack into one cluster. Layout driven packing repeatedly packs remaining pairs of cells until no more packing pairs can be done. Finally, unrelated packing is performed to further reduce area for cells with or without connections when the area is greater than the area of target device.
The attraction between two connected cells v i and v j is defined as follows: To compute the timing criticality, we first explain the concept of edge. In the circuit, each cell contains several input pins and output pins, and nets connect cells through these pins. Each net connects one output pin and several input pins where we use edge to represent the connection between the output pin and one input pin.
One edge e k is represented by a pair of pins ðp s ; p t Þ where p s is the output pin and p t is the input pin. Since one cell contains multiple pins, there may be multiple edges connecting two cells. We define the edge set Eðv i ; v j Þ between two cells v i and v j as follows:
criticalityðv i ; v j Þ can then be computed as follows:
where slackðe k Þ is the slack of edge e k . If Eðv i ; v j Þ is empty, criticalityðv i ; v j Þ is 0. Slack [1] is defined as the amount of delay which can be added to an edge without increasing the delay of the entire circuit. slackðe k Þ is computed as follows:
where p t is the input pin driven by e k , T required ðp t Þ and T arrival ðp t Þ are the required time and arrival time of signal at p t respectively. T arrival and T required can be obtained by two breadth-first traversals of the circuit. The first traversal propagates signal forward from both circuit input pins and flip-flop output pins to compute the signal delay for each pin to obtain T arrival . The second traversal propagates signal backward from both circuit output pins and flip-flop input pins. T required for each pin is computed as the longest path delay (the maximum value of T arrival ) minus the signal delay. The signal delay is the sum of the delays of cells and edges in the propagation path. The delays of cells are provided by device manuals and the edge delays are computed by I d ðx; yÞ in Eq. (13). The pseudo code of LDPack algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 .
Experimental results
LDPack is implemented in the C++ programming language. Our experiments are performed on a Linux server with Intel Xeon E5-2643 3.5 GHz CPU and 500 GB Table I shows the statistics of the used benchmark circuits.
The benchmark circuits are first synthesized by ISE XST tool as the input of both LDPack and ISE MAP. ISE MAP is run on timing-driven mode that will run packing and placement together, followed by ISE routing. The experimental results of LDPack are obtained by running ISE PAR after LDPack. Table II shows the values of parameters used in this paper.
We set bin's size as one configurable logic block, which contains 8 LUTs and 8 flip-flops. The bin's width and height are both set to 1, and the LUT's size and flipflop's size are both set to be 0:35 Â 0:35 so that the area of one bin equals the area of 8 LUTs or flip-flops.
In Eq. (14), we test ¡ from 0.9 to 0.5, and ¢ from 0.05 to 0.45 with the step of 0.05. ( þ ) is kept below 1 to ensure that the weight of distance cost is positive. Timing cost is given the biggest weight to be the leading optimization goal. We find that the timing results are best when ¡ and ¢ are set to 0.8 and 0.15 respectively.
The experimental results are shown in Table III , where the column Area lists the number of slices after routing, column "Critical Path Delay" lists the postrouting critical path delay in nano seconds, and column Runtime is the total CPU time of packing, placement and routing in seconds.
From Table III , it can be seen that the LDPack achieves an average reduction of 8% area compared to ISE MAP. LDPack also outperforms ISE MAP with 5.22% smaller critical path delay, while the total runtime is 18% longer.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new layout driven packing algorithm LDPack. We propose a new multi-density optimization based analytical placement to deal with the heterogeneous netlist of clusters together with basic logic elements. With the obtained timing and distance information, we pack all the logic elements and clusters into clusters based on the concept of Hybrid First Choice Clustering. Our experimental results show that LDPack outperforms ISE MAP with 8% reduction in area and 5.22% smaller critical path delay after placement and routing, at the cost of 18% more runtime in average. In the future, we will work on reducing the runtime.
